
The Atlas of Human Infectious Diseases has been thoughtfully assembled by international experts. Atlas of Human Infectious Diseases is an essential tool for infectious disease specialists, medical microbiologists, virologists, travel medicine specialists, and public health professionals. The Atlas of Human Infectious Diseases is accompanied by a FREE enhanced Wiley Desktop Edition - an interactive digital version of the book with downloadable images and text, highlighting and note-taking facilities, book-marking, cross-referencing, in-text searching, and linking to references and glossary terms. Since infectious diseases are dynamic, the maps are presented in the context of a changing world, and how these changes are influencing the geographical distribution on human infections. This unique atlas: Contains more than 145 high quality full-color maps covering all major human infectious diseases Provides key information on the illustrated infectious diseases Has been compiled and reviewed by an editorial board of infectious disease experts from around the world The result is a concise atlas with a consistent format throughout, where material essential for understanding the global spatial Infectious Disease Case Studies contains over 200 case studies in 20 areas of Infectious Disease Sherris Medical Microbiology: An Introduction to Infectious Diseases. 997 Pages·2006·16.82 MB·13,313 Downloads. Diseases Sherris Medical Microbiology: An Introduction to Infectious Diseases Ryan, Kenneth J.; R Manson's Tropical Infectious Diseases, 1,360 Pages·2013·1.39 MB·8,092 DownloadsÂ·New! , and immunology and also discusses important infectious diseases using an organ system approach. The book Feigin and Cherry's Textbook of Pediatric Infectious Diseases: Expert Consult - Online and Print, 2. 5,103 PagesÂ·2013Â·328.57 MBÂ·7,748 DownloadsÂ·New! Feigin and Cherry's Textbook of Pediatric Infectious Diseases helps you put the very latest Infectious Diseases book. Read reviews from worldâ€™s largest community for readers. An updated and revised version of Infectious Diseases Illustrated. Col...Â· An updated and revised version of Infectious Diseases Illustrated. Colour photographs and diagrams accompany a text describing aetiology, epidemiology, clinical aspects of disease and diagnostic procedures. Get A Copy. Amazon. Online Stores â–¾.